The aim of this work is to develop a dynamic model for the biological human knee joint. The model is formulated in the framework of multibody systems methodologies, as a system of two bodies, the femur and the tibia. For the purpose of describing the formulation, the relative motion of the tibia with respect to the femur is considered. Due to their higher stiffness compared to that of the articular cartilages, the femur and tibia are considered as rigid bodies. The femur and tibia cartilages are considered to be deformable structures with specific material characteristics. The rotation and gliding motions of the tibia relative to the femur cannot be modeled with any conven- tional kinematic joint, but rather in terms of the action of the knee ligaments and potential contact between the bones. Based on medical imaging techniques, the femur and tibia profiles in the sagittal plane are extracted and used to define the interface geometric conditions for contact. When a contact is detected, a continuous nonlinear contact force law is applied which calculates the contact forces developed at the interface as a function of the relative indentation between the two bodies. The four basic cruciate and collateral ligaments present in the knee are also taken into account in the proposed knee joint model, which are modeled as nonlinear elastic springs. The forces produced in the ligaments, together with the contact forces, are introduced into the system's equations of motion as external forces. In addition, an external force is applied on the center of mass of the tibia, in order to actuate the system mimicking a normal gait motion. Finally, numerical results obtained from computational simulations are used to address the assumptions and procedures adopted in this study.
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Introduction
In a broad sense, there are two main approaches to model the human body, or a subsystem of it, as a biomechanical system. These, methods are either based on the finite elements analysis [1] [2] [3] [4] , or the multibody systems methodologies [5] [6] [7] [8] . The finite element methods provide the system's state of stress and deformation at any time, and are most accurate and versatile, but tend to be very time consuming and require a high level of information on the system, which may not be accessible to the common designer, and hence remain confined to research and development. Based on simplifying premises, engineers and designers prefer to use simpler and still accurate methods, such as those based on the formulation of multibody systems. By and large, finite element models are applied in cases where localized structural deformations or soft tissues need to be described and analyzed in detail, while multibody models are usually applied in cases where gross-motions are involved and when complex interactions with the surrounding environment are expected. For instance, the gait as a gross-motion simulation is usually described using multibody systems formulations.
The study of human body motion as a multibody system is a challenging research field that has undergone enormous developments over the last years [5, 9] . Computer simulations of several human capabilities have shown to be quite useful in many research and development activities, such as: (i) analysis of athletic actions, to improve different sports performances and optimization of the design of sports equipment, (ii) ergonomic studies, to assess operating conditions for comfort and efficiency in different aspects of human body interactions with the environment; (iii) orthopaedics, to improve the design and analysis of prosthesis; (iv) occupant dynamic analysis for crashworthiness and vehicle safety related research and design; (v) and gait analysis, for generation of normal gait patterns and consequent diagnosis of pathologies and disabilities [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In general, most of the research works developed for simulation of human tasks is based on the assumption that the joints that constrain the relative motion of the system components are considered as ideal or perfect joints. Thus, the physical and mechanical properties of the natural human joints including the effects of friction, lubrication, and intra-contact force joints are neglected. Over the last few years, a good number of studies considering the phenomena associated with real joints has been presented [14] [15] [16] . These methodologies are valid for both planar and spatial systems, and have been developed for the most general multibody systems. Consequently, in order to better understand the realistic performance of human body biomechanical systems, it is important to accurately describe the characteristics of the natural human joints, from the simple ones, such as the hip joint, to the most complex ones, such as the knee joint.
The knee joint is one of the most complex synovial joints that exist in the human body, whose main functions are: to permit the movement during the locomotion, and to allow the static stability [17] . The mobility associated with the knee joint is indispensable to human locomotion and it helps the correct foot orientation and positioning in order to overcome the possible ground irregularities. In the knee articulation, there are three types of motion, namely, flexion, rotation, and sliding of the patella [18] . The knee joint includes three functional compartments, medial, lateral, and patello-femoral, which make the knee quite susceptible to injures and chronic disease, such as displacement, arthritis, ligaments rupture, and menisci separation. In fact, the greatest number of human ligament injuries occurs in ligaments of the knee [19] . The knee joint is surrounded by a joint capsule with ligaments strapping the inside and outside of the joint (collateral ligaments) as well as crossing within the joint (cruciate ligaments). The two medial and collateral ligaments, MC and LC run along the sides of the knee and limit the sideways motion of the knee. The anterior cruciate ligament, ACL, connects the tibia to the femur at the center of the knee and functions to limit rotation and forward motion of the tibia. The posterior cruciate ligament, PCL, located just behind the anterior cruciate ligament limits the backward motion of the tibia. These ligaments provide stability and strength to the knee joint [20] . Overall, the knee as a self-maintaining and biologic transmission system supports and transmits biomechanical loads between the femur, tibia, and fibula. In this analogy, the ligaments represent nonrigid elements adaptable within the biological transmission system. The articular cartilages act as fixed bearing surfaces, while menisci act as mobile bearings. The function of the knee muscles, as living cellular engines in concentric contraction is to provide active forces across the joint, and in eccentric contraction act as brakes and damping systems, absorbing, and dissipating loads.
Over the last decades, a number of theoretical and experimental works have been devoted to the simulation of human knee joint [21, 22] . Some of these
